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Dancing with a Chair 
By Christa Coogan, AOSA Teacher Educator 

Editor's Note: This Chair Choreographic Sequence was originally taught in New Spaces – Dancing 
Online! as part of the San Francisco Orff International online 2020 summer course series. 

Leading into activity 1 - Leader improvises / Followers imitate:   

• Follow the leader: teacher begins and then the role of leader is passed to participants. This 
activity is an exploration of different ways of being on the chair, behind the chair, below the 
chair, next to the chair (spatial relationships) 

• Vary the quality, rhythm, and tempo of movements  
• Break-Out Rooms: duet and trio groups trade the leader role between them, exploring their 

own ideas on and around the chair 
• Add music  

Leading into activity 2 - Guided Explorations: Explore some common gestures (waving, 
scratching, pointing, brushing) as well as abstract gestures (without specific meaning) that have 
clear intention in space and time. 

The teaching sequence that follows can be observed in the video below. 

Creative Forming 1 - Create a sequence of 4 positions; teacher gives the directions: 

• Begin in a neutral sitting position 
• Find a twisted shape on the chair 
• Find a position lower than the chair seat 
• Find a position higher than the chair seat 
• Partner your chair! Hug it...tip it to the side...let the chair rest on your back…and more. 
• Remember your own sequence through repetition 
• Transition from unmetered timing to a slow four beats for each shape/position; gradually 

increase speed. Introduction of a faster tempo transforms the sequence from shapes into 
movement.  

• Add four more beats to return to a neutral sitting position 
• Music: Tim Seddon - Piano Circus: 16 

Creative Forming 2 - Create a sequence of gestures and perform rhythmically: 

• One gesture that repeats one time (4 beats) 
• Slow motion gesture (4 beats) 
• Wild and crazy gesture! (4 beats) 
• Remember your own sequence through repetition 
• Put the two sequences together as an ABA form: Chair/Gestures/Chair  

o Begin in a neutral sitting position 
o The 4 four-beat chair movements 
o Four beats to sit neutrally 
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o The 3 four-beat gesture movements 
o The 4 four-beat chair movements  
o End by sitting in a neutral position 

Watch Christa teach this sequence with students in an online class: 
https://vimeo.com/488646688/56a4a841fa 

Choreography/teaching exercise with a partner in the break-out rooms - Each person has 
their own ABA sequence created during the creative forming part of the lesson sequence. 

• Task 1: Connect some part of these sequences so that there is a section danced in unison 
and a section in which each person dances their own movement 

• Task 2: For your own reflection – Notice how you taught your partner your sequence; notice 
how your partner taught you his/her sequence 

• Task 3: Film your sequence in the Break Out room; the music is embedded in Padlet so 
each group can access it. Music: Tim Seddon: 16 / Piano Circus 

• “Performing" for the whole group via video recording with specific observational task: What 
caught your eye? Was surprising? Took your breath away? Was funny? Was lovely? What 
details did you notice?  

Watch student-created dance videos:  
https://vimeo.com/488649333/337be6f517 
https://vimeo.com/488649334/fcf1d13a5d 

Some notes on the videos:  

• Some of the duos took artistic license and created their own forms. Bravo! More important 
than the form is the working together, the process of selecting material, and making 
decisions as to how each pair wants to form their choreography.  

• This artistic license was especially OK because of the challenges we face online with time 
lag between partners and with music. It will never be perfect. Yet, the attempt is good 
practice!  

• The recording was done in the breakout rooms as one person started the video and the 
other person played the music from their computer or cell phone.  

• The music used for this activity is fast. I did this with a group of fifth graders over the course 
of several in-person classes. For the children, I used a piece of music with a somewhat 
slower tempo. For the adults, I wanted to get them to shake their booties!  

Thank you to Matt Enders, Tess Lopes-Medina, Mary Maravic, Dafne Michellepis (students from 
the San Francisco Orff International online 2020 summer course) for permission to share their 
creative work. And many thanks to all of the amazing participants of this course who shared their 
creative energy, insightful reflections, and beautiful dances. 
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What possibilities for learning and experiencing music and dance does this type of teaching 
support? 

The work on physicality supports students as they: 

• Become aware of posture - sitting with an alert, straight back 
• Activate body parts and articulate the joints 
• Develop basic coordination skills and body control: crossing the midline and bilateral 

coordination; body control and precision 
• Become aware of movement qualities 
• Develop familiarity with movement vocabulary (shapes; tempo; space/twisted, slow motion, 

above, below), etc.  
• Develop imitation skills 
• Improve muscle memory 

The work on basic musical connection helps students to:  

• Hear the voice used as rhythmic accompaniment as well as supporting different qualities of 
movement  

• Begin to understand the concept of phrasing  
• Introduce/repeat elemental musical form: ABA 
• Practice moving to music within a specific time structure 
• Connect feeling the music, hearing it, and counting it with muscle memory and physical 

coordination and agility 

The work on developing autonomy, improvisational competencies, and expressiveness facilitates: 

• Opportunities for improvisation and trying out your own ideas 
• Developing improvisational capacities 
• Developing capacities for bodily expression 
• Trusting yourself 

The work on developing observational skills allows students to:  

• Develop the compositional "eye" 
• Learn to give appreciative and respectful feedback 
• Stretch aesthetic habits of seeing 

The work on developing social competencies encourages students to:  

• Work constructively with a partner 
• Verbalize dance actions and qualities 




